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Word Student-friendly definition

harrumph(ed) p 2 clear the throat noisily

bellow(ed) p 12
(of a person or animal) emit a deep loud roar, typically in pain 
or anger

former p 16
having previously filled a particular role or been a particular 
thing.having previously filled a particular role or been a 
particular thing

reluctant(ly) p 18 in an unwilling and hesitant way

fatigue p 34
extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical exertion 
or illness

tentatively p 37 subject to further confirmation; not definitely

zeal p 39
great energy or enthusiasm in pursuit of a cause or an 
objective.

convince p 43 cause (someone) to believe firmly in the truth of something

incredulous(ly) p 46 in a manner indicating disbelief

desert(ed) p 55 (of a place) empty of people

rumple(d) p 63 creased, ruffled, or disheveled in appearance

infiltrator p 71
a person or thing that causes one substance to pass into 
another by filtering

congeal(ed) p 73 having become semisolid, especially on cooling

triumphant p 84 having won a battle or contest; victorious
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unfurling p 85
make or become spread out from a rolled or folded state, 
especially in order to be open to the wind

annihilation p 90 complete destruction or obliteration

revelation(s) p 92
a surprising and previously unknown fact, especially one that 
is made known in a dramatic way.

astronomical p 95 (of an amount) extremely large

render p 100 provide or give (a service, help, etc.)

domesticity p 102 home or family life

unwaver(ing) p 111 steady or resolute

chivalry p 112
the medieval knightly system with its religious, moral, and 
social code

deranged p 121 mad; insane.

sabotage p 133
deliberately destroy, damage, or obstruct (something), 
especially for political or military advantage.

totalitarian p 135
relating to a system of government that is centralized and 
dictatorial and requires complete subservience to the state

cynicism p 136
an inclination to believe that people are motivated purely by 
self-interest; skepticism.
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